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G 256  Bethabara Diary & Memorabilia, 1788-1813
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G 258  Bethabara: miscellaneous materials
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J 285K Salem Memorabilia, 1933-1968
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J 295A Salem Congregation Graveyards
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J 297 Salem Congregation: Congregation Council, 1903-1977
J 297A Salem Congregation: Große Helfer Conf. minutes, 1772-1811
Gemein Rath/Congregation Council minutes, 1772-1926
J 298 Salem Congregation: Central Board of Trustees
J 298A Salem Congregation: Aufseher Collegium/Board of Trustees minutes, 1772-1928
J 298B Salem Congregation: Board of Trustees secretary-treasurer's book, 1874-1903
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J 299A Salem Congregation: Central Board of Elders minutes, 1943-1960
J 299B Salem Congregation: Central Board of Elders minutes, 1959-1982
J 299C Salem Congregation: Aeltesten Conferenz/Board of Elders minutes, 1769-1927
J 300  Salem Congregation: Central Elders & Trustees: correspondence, roster of members, direction for Elders
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J 302A Single Brethrens Choir Diary, 1764-1819
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J 302C Single Brothers: financial, 1770-1823
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J 304B Salem Boys School: miscellaneous
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